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The "Unstoppable Advocacy" Issue
Dear NACNS Members,
My name is Phyllis Whitehead, and I am delighted
to have been elected as your 2022/2023 NACNS
President! As we continue to advocate for the role
and practice while promoting the value of CNSs,
the Board of Directors and I have been busy
collaborating with NACNS committees and other
organizations to advance awareness of the
importance of CNSs. Our numbers are
continuously growing, and we want to keep track
of that growth. We're excited to launch the 2022
CNS Census in the next few months to see how
strongly the CNS role is growing.
I said it before, and I’ll say it again: I will not stop advocating for CNSs…for YOU.
Together, we advocate for our patients, nursing organizations, and ourselves. Together,
we are UNSTOPPABLE ADVOCATES. See what's in store for our year of "Unstoppable
Advocacy" in this exciting edition of the Communique!
-Phyllis Whitehead, Ph.D., APRN/CNS, ACHPN, PMGT-BC, FNAP, FAAN, and
President, NACNS

Introducing "Ask Phee Phee"
Have questions about all things NACNS? Well, now
you can just "Ask Phee Phee!", otherwise known as
NACNS President Phyllis Whitehead! "Ask Phee
Phee" is a website submission form intended to
answer any questions members or non-members
may have about NACNS. Phyllis will review the
submitted questions and respond through a blog,
social media post, or email to ensure transparency
and advocacy during her presidency.
*Please note: NACNS and Phyllis will review all
submitted questions. If a question is not relevant to
the organization or industry and/or is inappropriate, it
will not be addressed.
The submission form is now available and can be
found on the news and events page on the NACNS
website. Please email questions@nacns.org with any
further inquiries about this new form!

Read the First Blog Here

Nurse Coffee Talk: Unstoppable Advocacy with
Dr. Phyllis Whitehead, NACNS President
NACNS President, Phyllis Whitehead recently discussed her plans for "Unstoppable Advocacy" and
all things NACNS on the Nurse Coffee Talk podcast. Listen below!

Listen Here

CNSs in the News: Establishment of a Clinical Nurse
Specialist-Led, Virtual Aneurysm Surveillance Clinic
Nurse leaders play a vital role in providing diagnosis, treatment, and ongoing management of
patients. In a recent study, CNSs played a major role in a virtual aneurysm surveillance clinic.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the success of a nurse-led virtual clinic program in terms of
the safe management of abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) patients undergoing surveillance.

Continue Reading

2022 Class of CNSI Fellows

The Clinical Nurse Specialist Institute (CNSI) is pleased to announce the 2022 Class of
New Fellows. CNSI Fellows demonstrate outstanding achievements and have made
significant and impactful contributions to advance the CNS role. They were inducted on
March 15 at the 2022 NACNS conference. Please join us in congratulating these
fabulous clinical nurse specialists!

Learn More

2023 Pamela Jane Nye Novice Innovator
Clinical Nurse Specialist Scholarship
Applications are now open! The
Pamela Jane Nye Novice
Innovator Clinical Nurse
Specialist (CNS) Scholarship is
a national, annual collaborative
award with NACNS given to
working CNSs seeking to begin a
nursing business as novice
entrepreneurs or intrapreneurs
within the employment setting.
The award amount is $2000 and the application is open now through August 30, 2022.
The Annual Pamela Jane Nye Novice Innovator Clinical Nurse Specialist Scholarship will
be presented during the Fall Summit.

Apply Today

Announcing the NACNS Achievement Board
NACNS is excited to announce our new
online CNS Achievement Board! This
board will allow you to submit your recent
accomplishments and receive recognition
from colleagues and other members of the
NACNS community.

We want to hear from you, let us help you celebrate your achievements—submit below!

Learn More

NACNS 2022 Fall Summit
The CNS Advocacy Continuum:
Bridging Academia and Practice
Save the Date: NACNS 2022 Fall
Summit – The CNS Advocacy
Continuum: Bridging Academia and
Practice.
The two-day event will take
place October 18-19, 2022, in New
Orleans, Louisiana, and will feature a
variety of interactive workshops,
keynote sessions, and networking
opportunities. Attendees will engage in
discussions on topics including
advancing the role of the CNS, the future of nursing, specialty certifications & the CNS position
statement, diversity & inclusion within healthcare, and much more.

Details regarding registration, the full agenda, and CEs will be shared soon - stay tuned!

Learn More

CNS Week 2022
Time is flying by! Before you know it, CNS Week 2022
will be here. Mark your calendars for the annual weeklong celebration to honor and acknowledge the
contributions of Clinical Nurse Specialists (CNSs) in
North America.

CNS Week is a perfect time for Clinical Nurse
Specialists and nursing students to celebrate and bring
attention to their role and for hospitals and healthcare
systems to pay tribute to the valuable part that Clinical
Nurse Specialists play in healthcare and healthcare
delivery.
This year’s CNS Week is scheduled for September 1-7, 2022, and is dedicated to the
theme of the NACNS 2022 Annual Conference, “Unstoppable Advocacy.”

Learn More

Continuing Your Education
Are you having trouble meeting your Continuing Education Requirements? Take advantage of
NACNS resources!
View Past Webinars – FREE CEs for NACNS' Webinar Series- more than 20 contact hours
per year at no cost to members!
Pharma CEs & CNS Journal – At least 5 articles are published each year in the CNS
Journal that NACNS members can access to earn Pharmaceutical CEs at a low cost!
NACNS members receive a discount on all Springer Publishing Company books and
journals purchased on the Springer Publishing Company website - the discount code is
available here.

See All Resources

2022 NACNS Employers Guide
As the leading organization representing the
Clinical Nurse Specialist, NACNS maintains a
strong focus on career development. Check out
our 2022 Featured Employers Guide! This guide
offers job seekers an opportunity to learn about
what organizations are looking for, their culture,
benefits, and more.
Explore open career opportunities today!

View Guide

The CNS Role in Dissemination
Wednesday, June 22, 2022 - 3:00pm EDT

Join NACNS this month for our upcoming webinar "The CNS Role in Dissemination." On June
22, attendees will hear from speakers Mary Beth Flynn Makic PhD RN CCNS CCRN-K, FAAN,
FNAP, FCNS; Angie Malone, DNP, APRN, ACNS-BC, OCN, AOCNS, NE-BC; and Andrea
Slivinski, DNP, RN, ACNS-BC, CEN, CPEN, TCRN on this exciting topic.

At the end of this Webinar, learners will be able to…
Learning Objective 1: Recognize the benefit of dissemination of CNS work to improve the
impact of APRN practice
Learning Objective 2: Describe benefits and limitations associated with different mediums
for dissemination.
Learning Objective 3: Summarize ethical principles associated with dissemination.

There is no conflict of interest for anyone with the ability to control the content of this activity. To
earn contact hours, participate in the webinar or watch the recording and complete the
evaluation.
The contact hours are: 1 Contact Hour
For those who watch the recording, contact hours are available through June 22, 2024

Save Your Spot!

Coming Up Next...
CNS as Consultant: Root Cause Analysis
Join NACNS on July 26, 2022, to hear from speaker Naomi Benjamin, MSN,
APRN-CNS, CCNS, Allina Health identify the CNS role as a consultant. After this
webinar, attendees will be able to...
Identify the impact of the CNS as a consultant in Root Cause Analysis
(RCA) events
Justify the need for CNS presence on RCA teams
Verbalize the distinction between the CNS as a consultant in RCA
processes and other organizational leaders' roles in RCA and action plans
in response to adverse events.

Register in Advance

Conference Planning Committee
The Conference Planning Committee is currently awaiting the close of the call for volunteers.
Once the call has been completed will hopefully begin meeting with committee members to start
initial planning for the 2023 conference. The committee is also seeking a co-chair and committee
members who may be more local to next year’s conference by reaching out directly to the
affiliates in Oregon and California.

DEI Committee
The DEI Committee met in March. Its board Liaison was present for the meeting. They had a rich
discussion regarding the survey and provided her with the survey and the mapped comments for
her review. We are awaiting our committee chair meeting with the new President to discuss the
next steps.

Membership Committee
The Membership Committee met during its Membership Luncheon during the Annual
Conference with the identification of follow-up items for work for next year's conference
luncheon. Initial review of findings from Student Survey sent out by Virtual in March regarding
needs and feedback from current student members and focus on the transition to early career
and full membership to identify retention opportunities. Update to the group on the initiative as
membership recruitment increases by 900 members for next year and incorporation into ongoing
work and discussion for next steps to collaborate on by-law updates on current membership
levels and future state.

Research, EBP, and Scholarship Committee
The Research, EBP, and Scholarship Committee have launched a new NACNS Publications
Mentorship Program. The Purpose of the NACNS Publication Mentorship Program is to support
CNS scholarship by providing guidance for NACNS Members to develop a manuscript from a
poster or podium presentation ready for publication in a peer-reviewed journal. Learn more and
apply here. The group has also created a Research Toolkit that is ready to go and will be
reviewed by the committee prior to distribution. Finally, the group collaborated with the Graduate
Education Committee for a webinar held on May 10th.

Website and Listserv Committee
The Website and Listserv Committee is currently reviewing the charges for 2022-2023 and
identifying a new co-chair. The group has had quite a few submitted photos and is identifying
which photos should be added to the website. As the new platform is up and running, we are
developing guidelines for potential use and continuing to explore the capabilities of the
communities.

Connect with Us!
Over 2,500 CNSs from around the country are currently sharing and retrieving information on the
NACNS Listserv - don't be left out! Email CNS-Listserv-on@mail-list.com to join.

The National Association of Clinical Nurse Specialists (NACNS) is the only national association
representing the clinical nurse specialist (CNS). CNSs are the most versatile advanced practice
registered nurses and work in a variety of health care specialties to ensure delivery of highquality, evidence-based, patient-centered care.
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